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Abstract 
Ashkenazi, M., S.-N. Chow and B. Drachman, Symbolic computation of normal forms for nonlinear Hamilto- 
nian systems, Journal of Computationai and Appiied Mathematics 39 (1942) 363-378. 
In this paper a method of computing normal forms for time-independent nonlinear Hamiltonian systems is 
given. A program using the symbolic manipulator MACSYMA is used to do an example. 
Keywords: Hamiltonian, normal forms, symbolic, MACSYMA. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of rhis paper is to give a method of computing the normal form of a 
time-independent nonlinear real Hamiltonian system with an equilibrium point at the origin. 
We discuss the algorithm and its implementation on the symbolic manipulator MACSYMA. 
The system we consider is of the form 
i=J VH(x), XER~“, (1) 
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= 1 1 -In 0 
H(x) =If*(x) + l -- +H,(X)+O(~XI’+‘), HjEPj,. 
(2) 
(3) 
In the above, & is the n X n identity matrix and P{, is the vector space of real-valued 
homogeneous polynomials of order j in the variables x,, . . . , xZn, for j = 2,. . . , r, and H(x) is 
the Hamiltonian of (1). 
The basic idea of normal forms is to reduce (1) to the simplest possible form by a change of 
coordinates that preserves the Hamiltonian character of the flow. ‘Simplest” form in our case 
will mean the least number of nonlinear terms. In some examples, a few lower-order terms in 
the normal form of (1) are sufficient o determine the asymptotic behavior near the equilibrium 
point. However, there are examples where the normal form has to be computed to order 4 or 
even order 6, see [6,8]. They use the Lie transform method to normalize (1). Also, see [lo] for a 
Lie transform method and the use of MACSYMA. 0ur method is different in that we use only 
elementary methods, and also in contrast o the program in [lo], our program is “automated”. 
The user only needs to enter the Hamiltonian and order desired. After that, the program runs 
by itself. 
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some of the basic theory of normal 
forms of Hamiltonian systems. In Section 3 we determine complementary subspaces gk of P2k, 
which contain the normalized terms of order k > 2. We assume that HZ is already in normal 
form. In Section 4 we determine the generating function, the resulting normalized Hamiltonian 
up to order 6, and we describe the normal form algorithm. In Section 5 we present some 
comments on the implementation of the algorithm in MACSYMA. 
2. Basic theory of normal forms 
To simplify ii) we consider a change of coordinates 
x=S(y), 
where S : R2” + R2” . IS an origin-preserving local diffeomorphism. 
(4) 
Definition. The change of coordinates is symplectic if it preserves the Hamiltonian structure of 
(1). A well-known criterion is 
[DS(Y)]~J[DS(~)] = J, for all y E (rs2n. (5) 
For linear Hamiltonian systems, that is, when H(X) = H2( X) is a quadratic form, a complete 
classification of normal forms may be found in [3,7]. Therefore we shall assume that H2 is 
already in normal form, and we will consider near-identity symplectic hanges of coordinates of 
the form 
(6) 
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where Fk-’ : R*” + II%*” is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k - 1 in each component. The 
following lemma comes from [l]. 
Lemma 1. Tlze flow @( t, x) of a Hamiltonian system is a symplectic change of coordinates for all 
t E R. 
Lemma 2. Let Fk E P&, k > 2. Then the time-one map S of the Hamiltonian system 
li = J vFk(X) 
is of the form 
S(x)=x+J VFk(X)+O(IX12k-3), XER2n. 
( ) 7 
(8) 
Proof. By a Taylor series argument, the flow #(t, x) of (7) can be written 
$(t, X)=X+&/ VFk(X)+0(IX12k-3). q (9) 
Lemmas 1 and 2 suggest the near-identity symplectic change of coordinates of the form 
x=y+J VFk(y)+O(Iy12k-3)r F,EP.&, k&3. (10) 
Now let H, E P&, Hk E P&, k 3 3. Direct substitution shows that 
H2(x + J vF,(X) + o( 1 x 1 *‘-‘)) = H*(x) + (J vF,(X), VH,(x)) + o( 1 x 1 2k-2), 
(11) 
where ( l , l ) is the inner product in Rzn, and 
Hk(X + J vF,(X) + o( 1 X 1 2k-3)) =Hk(X) + o( 1 X ] 2k-2). (12) 
Now let H(x)=H*(x)+ .*. +Hk(x)+O(IxIk+*), Hi~Pin, for j=2,...,.k, be a Hamilto- 
nian function. By the above, and the fact that (J VFk( x), VH,(x)) = - (J VH,( x), VF,(x)), the 
change of coordinates (10) results in the Hamiltonian 
H(x + J vF,(X) + o( 1 x 12k-3)) = H*(x) + l l l +Hk(X) 
-(J VH2(x),VFk(X))+O(]x]2k-2). (13) 
Equation (13) suggests defining the linear operator 
ad”,, : Pi,_, -+ Pi., b; Fk( x, --) (J vH,( x)9 vFk( x)) = ( H2( x)9 Fk(x)), (14) 
where { - , l } is the Poisson bracket. Now let Sk = Im(adi*), the image of the operator, and %Fk 
any complementary subspace; then we have the direct sum decomposition 
p2k, =sk CB gk. (15) 
This brings us to the basic idea of our algorithm. We find a sequence of near-identity 
symplectic changes of coordinates of the form (lo), where Fk E P&, k = 3, l . l , r, such that the 
resulting Hamiltonian is of the form 
K(Y) =Hz(Y) +K3(y) + l ‘- +K,(y)+O( I yl’+l), KpiW, forj=3,...,r. 
(16) 
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The method is as follows. Having found Ki, for i = 3,. . . , k - 1, the Hamiltonian is now of the 
form 
K(y)=&(y)+&(y)+ -=- +&q(Y)+&(Y)+ l =- +K,(Y)+qIYI’+*); 
(17) 
by using the decomposition (151, the new term & can be expressed as &(x) = adk,z(FJxN + 
K&(x), for some Kk E ‘@. With this choice of Fk we apply transformation (10). Then by (13) 
and the definition of ad, the resulting Hamiltonian becomes 
K(Y) +K,(y) + l -- +~~_~(Y)+~~(Y)+O(IY12k-2)* (18) 
We have not yet provided an algorithm for the following reason. We may solve for (a 
nonunique) Fk so that 
where &(x) is the component of &(x) in 9’. 
However, in general, x = y + J VF,( y) is not a symplectic transformation, and we do not 
know the term O( I y I 2k-3) to be added so that (10) is symplectic. We show how to find a 
symplectic hange of coordinates in Section 4 that takes care of this detail. In the next section 
we show how to find the decomposition (15). 
3. The decomposition of P-& 
Let {Ui,...) ZQ) be a basis of P& where each Uj is monomial. Since J V&(x) is linear in x, 
we can express it as Ax for a 2n X 2n matrix A. Then 
adLzuj(x) = (AX, VUj(X>) = C Ad~ui(X). 
j=l 
(20) 
Thus the matrix Adk represents ad”,, with respect o (ul,. . . , udk}. A basis of the range of the 
matrix and a basis for the complement can be obtained by performing elementary column 
operations and reducing it to its lower echelon form. Under the isomorphism id : Rdk + P& 
defined by id(a) = Cf$+ui we find the corresponding 9” and gk. 
4. The normal form algorithm 
We present an algorithm to determine a real normal form of the Hamiltonian function H(x) 
up to degree 6. This algorithm can be extended, at least in theory, to any degree. We determine 
a symplectic hange of coordinates of the form 
x=S(y)=y+J V(F,(y)+ -0- +F,(y))+O(l~l~), 
where Fj\/X)EP~~, fori= ,..., 6. 
(21) 
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The resulting Hamiltonian is 
&(s’( Y)) + l l 9 +H@(Y)) + O( I Y I ‘). (22) 
In order to expand further this expression, we state two lemmas. For simplicity, we state the 
facts in IF!” but will apply the results in R2”. 
Lemma 3. For any Hk E P: there exists a symmetric k-linear form on W, Hk, such that 
H,(x) =@x ,..., x), x E II%“. (23) 
Moreover, I& is given by 
&(e, 
1 ak 
,...,Q =- ) k! at, . ..at. 
H&e, + l l l +tkek) 1 r=~, 
where ei E UT’, for i = 1,. . . , k, t = (t,, . . . , tk). 
Lemma 4. Let Hk E P’. 
0 a &(X ,***,x, Y) = ;(V H,+), Y); 
(b) I&(x,... 9x9 Y, 4 = k(;- 1) (( “2;;~x))y’ ‘]* 
The proof of Lemma 3 is in [2]. Lemma 4 can be proved by direct methods. Lemmas 3 and 4 
can also be verified by using the symbolic manipulator MACSYMA. 
corollary 5. k&(x, . . . , x, S VF(x)) = -{I&, F). 
Proof. 
k&(x,..., x, J W(x)) = (VH,(x), J vF(x)) 
= -(J VH,(x), VF(x)) = -(HA, Fj. IJ (25) 
In particular for k = 2, 
2H2(x, VF(x)) = -(H,, F) = -ad,,2F(x). 
We can now expand (22): 
(26) 
H,@(Y)) =ti,(S(Y)9 S(y)) 
=ti2(y+J VF3(y)+ l *-, y+J VF,(y)+ l mm) 
=&(y, y) +2fi,(y, J VF3(y)) + -0. 
= H,( y) + 2fi2( y, J VF,( Y)) + . . l 7 
H3(S(y))=H3(y)+3&(y, Y, J V&(Y))+ l **y 
H@(Y)) =&j(y) +6f&i(y, Y, Y, Y, Y, J V&(Y)) + -*-. 
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Atter fully expanding and collecting terms of equal order and using Lemma 4 and Corollary 5 
we obtain 
H(S(y)) =4(y) +fij(Y) -ad3,F,(y)+~~(Y)-ad~,2F,(Y) 2 
+~~(Y)-~~~~F~(Y)+H,(~)-~~~,~F,(Y)+~(IYI’), (28) 
where 
q(Y) = &(Y), 
Ha(Y) =H4(y) - (H,(Y), F,(Y)) +H*(J VF,(Y)), 
&(rj =f&(y) - (H,(Y), F3(Y)) + ((vH,)(J vF,o% u) 
+((vH,j(J V&(Y)), J vF,W)~ 
&(Y) =H~(Y) - (H,(Y), Fs(Y)) - (H,(Y), F~(Y)] 
P-9 
+((VHz)(J VFAY))? J W(Y)) +H*(J WY))* 
The function I&(y), k 2 3, can be computed from the knowledge of the original Hamiltonian 
and the generating function up to order k - 1. The algorithm proceeds as follows. 
(a) Compute a basis {u(l), . . . , u(d,)} of P:n. Then using the method described in Section 3 
compute a basis {uR(l), . . . , uR( df)} of s3 and a basis {uc( l), . . . , u’(dF)} of g3. 
(b) Decompose H3( y ) = H3( y ) as 
H,(y)=@(y)+fiF(y), @UP, z+zP. 
This is done by solving the equation 
d3 d-9 
li3(y) = C C(i)u(i) = C C”(i)u”(i) + E Cc(ijuc(ij, 
i=l i=l i=l 
for the unknown coefficients CR(f), Cc(i). 
(cl Solve the equation 
(30) 
(31 j 
ad& 2 F3(Y) =@(y)9 
for F3 E Pi’,, as follows. Let F3(y) = Ef: ,d(i)u(i). Then solve the equation 
d3 




for the unknown cpefficients d(i). Here A is the matrix defined by J VH,( y) = Ay. 
(4 Compute H,(y). This can be done after F3 is known. Then repeat steps (a)-(d) with 3 
replaced by 4. This will produce F4. Continue this process until all the functions Fi, I?i up to 
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i = 6 are determined. Then a generating function is given by 
S(Y) =Y +F3(y) +F'(Y) +4(y) +&i(y) +o( 1 Y I’)9 (34) 
and the corresponding normal Hamiltonian by 
K(y) =H&) +&(y) +f&(y) +fiJy) +&i(y) + o( 1 Y 12)- (35) 
5. Comments on the program 
If we turn to the program listing in the Appendix, and skip down to the part right after the 
comment indicating the start of the main program, the first part enters the number of variables 
had, Z&C x ), l - . , H&x), forms the matrix A and the vector RL 
In our example, the original Hamiltonian is given by 
. 
. . 
H6 = ?%x,x~x,z + l 9. -72x2x4 3 4 
(see printout of example). 
(36) 
For a different problem, one could edit this program (my preference), or else rewrite this 
section so that one enters the number of variables and H(x) interactively. 
The subroutine getbas() finds a basis for PF. The program prints out the first and last 
element of this basis, and then calls the subroutine makad(), which forms the operator adk2,. 
Then we form the matrix (called admat in the program) that represents ad;, with respect to 
our basis. By performing elementary column operations (by first taking the transpose and using 
the built-in function echelon) we get a basis for the range of ad$n. Then for k (called 
deg) = 3,. . . , 6 the program, by calling the subroutine getfn0 and knowing HJx), solves 
ad;& Fk( x)) = I%! for some F,,$ x). In general the system is underdetermined, and the undeter- 
mined terms are then discarded via nulleqns. The equations for the & are then used, and the 
normal form is printed out. 
After the program gets the normal form up to degree 6, the Hamiltonian becomes 
H=x,x,+ a.. -gx; (37) 
(see printout again). 
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Appendix program and output (edited) 
loadpnint:false$ 
THE PROGRAM 




/* makad is a subroutine to compute the inner product of the matrix Ax (axmat) 
and the gradient of vful(k). This inner product is ad[k] in the program 
global variables used: 
amat Ax 
{vful(i)) basis for polynomials in x(l),..,x (nvar) 
ndhbas dimension of above vector space 
war number of variables 
adtkl inner product of Ax and grad(viul(k)) 
*/ 
makadO:=block( 
for k thru ndimbas do ad[k]:sum(axmat[i,l]*diff(vful[kl,x[il),i,l,nvar) )$ 
/* dot0 takes the inner product of the vectors ma,m2, each of lenth nt */ 
dot(ml,m2,nt) :=sum(ml[k,l]*m2[k,l],k,l,nt)$ 
/* getgrad computes the gradient of f as the n x 1 matrix (i.e.column vector) gr 
global variables used: 
gr gradient of f 




/* gethess computes the Hessian of f 
global variables used: 
hes Hessian of f 
nvar number of variables 
*/ 
Gethess :=block(kill(rule),rule[i,j] :=diff(diff(f,x[i]),x[j]), 
kill(hes),hes:genmatrix(rule,nvar,nvar))$ 
/* getfn(hntilde) does the following: 
Given hntilde, first find the component of hntilde in the range of ad. 
Call this component hntilder. 
Then solve ad(fn)=hntilder for fn. 



















rank of the range of ad 
rank of the complementary space 
basis for the range of ad 
basis for the complementary space 
basis for polymonials in x(l),..,x(nvar) 
dimension of above vactor space 
technicality to remove ambiguity from 
non-uniqrle solns. 
inner products created in ,mkad() 
solution to ad(fnj=hntilder 
component of hntilde in t:le range of ad 
coefs of hntilder wrt {v(i),w(i)) 
list of equations to get {co(i)) 
list of unknowns (co(i),dd(i)} 
use of same symbols) 
list of equations to solve ad(fn)=hntilder 
list of unknown coefficients 
list of answers in solving eqns for unks 
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for i thru ndimbas do co[i]:rhs(part(ans,l,i)), 
fn:sum(co[i]*vful[i],i,l,ndimbas), 
fn:subst(nulleqns,fn) )$ 
/* pivot (cech,m , 1 is a utility subroutine to put the echelon-reduced m x m 
matrix tech into standard form , zero-columns to the right. */ 
pivot(cech,m):=BLOCK( 




IF I=m+l then GO(JUMPOUT), 
IF cech[I,I]#O THEN GO(CONTl), 
J:I, 
IF J=m THEN GO(JUMPOUT), 
CONT2, 
J:J+l, 
IF J=m+l THEN GO(CONT1); 
IF cech[I,J]=O THEN GO(CONT2), 





/* getbas() is a subroutine to get a basis for the v. space of 
homog. polynomials of degree=deg in 
the variables x(l),...,x(nvar) 
global variables used: 
nvar number of variables in x 
deg degree 
ndimbas dimension of the vector space of homog. polynomials in 
the variables x(l),...,x(nvar) of degree = deg. 
len length of (x(l)+...+x(nvar))**deg expanded (no. of terms) 
{vful(i)) list of x(l)**deg,x(l)**deg-l*x(2),...,x(nvar)**deg. 
local variables used: 
(x(l)+.. +x(nvar))**deg expanded 
{z&(i)) list of binomial coeffs used to normalize basis elements 
*/ 





if nvar-1 then (len:l,vful[l]:cp) 
else ( 
len:length(cp), 
for i thru nvar do eqn[i]:x[i]-1, 
eqns2:makelist(eqn[i],i,l, nvar), 
for i thru len do ( 
den[i]:subst(eqns2,part(cp,i]) 
1, 
for i thru len do vfultlen-i+l]:part(cp,iI /dentil 1, 
ndimbas: len 
I$ 
I* rule for generating 0 matrices */ 
matcnull[i,j]:=O$ 
/* main program starts here */ 
block1 
nvar:4, 
"enter the symmetric matrix c, form a=2jc",. 
cmat:genmatrix(matcnull,nvar,nvar], 
jmat:genmatrix(matcnull,nvar,nvar), 
for i thru nvar/2 do ( jmat[i,nvar/2+i]:l,jmat[i+nvar,'2,i]:-1) , 
print(%atrix j=",jzrat), 
h2: x[l]*x[4]-x[2]**2/2 , 
h3: 3*~[4]*f3-6*~[2]*~[3]*x[4]-6*x[l]**~*x[2]-2*x[l]**3 , 


















for j thru nvar do (for i thru j-l do (cmat[i,j]:ratcoef(h2,x[i]*x[j])/2, 
cmat[j,i]:cmatli,j]), 
cmat[jlj]:ratcoef(h2,x[j]**2) 1, 









if deg -7 then go (jump), 
getbaN), 
print("basis for degree ",deg," a"), 
print("bas(lI=",vful[l'), 
for i thru 3'do print(' -“I, 
print("bas(",ndimbas,")=",vful[ndimbas]), 
makad(), 






for i thru 3 do print(" ="I, 
print("ad(bas(",ndimbas,"))=",ad[ndimbas]), 
print(" for degree",deg,":"), 
transadmat:transpose(admat), 
nrankc:rank(admat),print("basis for complementary space:"), 





for k thru nulrank do w[k]:vful[ipvt[ndimbas-k+lll, 
for k thru nulrank do print("w(",k,")=",w[k]), 
for k thru nrankc do (for j thru ndimbas do u[k,ipvt[jll:cech[k,jl), 
for k thru nrankc do v[kl:sum(u[k,jl*vful[jl,j,l,ndimbas), 
print("basis for range:"), 
print("v(l)=",v[l]), 
for i thru 3 do print(" 910, 
print("v(",nrankc,''I-",v[nrankcl), 




print("up to degree 3, the normal form is:"), 
nf:h2+h3-h3tilder, 
print( expand(ratsimp(nf))) 






for i thru nvar do h2jgradf3:subst(x[i]=dum[i],h2jgradf3), 
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for i thru nvar do gradh2jgradf3:subst(x[il=dum[i),gradh2jgradf3), 






print("up to degree five, the normal form is"), 
nf:h2+h3-h3tilder+h4tilde-h4tilder+h5tilde-hStilder, 
print( expand!ratsimp(nf))) 














for i thru nvar do h3jgradf3:subst(x[il=dumIil,h3jgradf3), 





for i thru nvar do h2jgradf4:subst(x[i]=dum[i],h2jgredf4), 
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OUTPUT FROM NORMAL FORMS PROGRAM (EDITED) 
lo 0 101 
1 0 0 0 1; 
matrix j= [ 
; -1 0 0 0: 1 
1 0 -1 0 01 
5 2 4 4 4 2 3 2 3 
h= - 29x x -72x x -5x x +6x -72x x x -72x x 
3 4 3 4 2 4 4 2 3 4 3 4 
2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 
-24x x x -72x x x -24x x +3x -30x x x -16x x x 
13 4 12 4 14 4 2 3 4 13 4 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
-18x x x -18x x -12x x x -12x x x +432x x x 
2 3 4 3 4 2 3 4 13 4 12 4 
3 2 2 4 2 2 2 3 2 2 
+ 288 x x x -18x x x +46x x -6x x +4x x +15x x x 
12 4 12 4 14 14 3 4 2 3 4 
2 2 5 4 3 3 
+6x x x -6x x x -2x x x +x x -24x x +2x -36x x 
2 3 4 2 3 4 124 14 2 3 3 2 3 
2 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 2 3 2 
-24~ x -56x x x -32x x -32x x +108x x +i38 x x x 
2 3 12 3 13 13 2 3 12 3 
2 2 2 3 2 2 4 2 3 
+378x x x + 288 x x x -6x x x +108x x -36x x x 
12 3 12 3 12 3 13 12 3 
2 
X 
2 2 2 2 3 
-12x x x ----6x x -2x 
123 2 12 1 
too0 01 
t100 0; 
matrix a= [ 
[O 0 0 -1; 
to10 0; 






bas( 20 )= x 
4 
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ad(bas( 20 I)= 3 x x2 
2 4 
for degree 3 : 
basis for complementary space: 
3 
w( 1 I== x 
4 
2 
w( 2 )= x x 
3 4 
3 
w( 3 )- x 
3 






Y( 17 )= x x 
2 4 
2 2 2 
f3= -3x x -3x x -2x x 
3 4 12 12 




x x --- 
14 2 
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4 
bas( 35 )= x 
4 
ad(bas(1) )= 0 
3 
ad(bas( 35 ))= 4 x x 
2 4 
for degree 4 : 
basis for complementary space: 
4 
w( 1 )= x 
4 
3 
w( 2 )= x x 
3 4 
4 
w( 3 )= x 
3 
3 
w( 4 )= x x 
14 
2 2 
w( 5 )= x x 
3 4 





v( 30 )= x x 
2 4 
2 2 
36x x x 156 x x x 
3 3 2 2 124 22 134 4 
f4= - 4x x +28x x -15x x - _---____-__ - x x _ _--______--- _ x 
3 4 14 2 4 5 14 5 3 
377 
2 
48x x x 
2 2 2 2 3 12 3 
-3x x -'Sx x -12x x + ----______- 
2 3 13 2 3 5 
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up to degree 4, the normal form is: 
2 
X 
4 4 2 
2x +x x +2x --- 
4 1 4 3 2 
{The printout of the computations for degree 5 and 6 has been deleted. 
f5 is a polynomial containing 43 terms, and f6 contains 73 terms.} 
the normal form up to degree 6 is: 
6 5 5 5 2 4 
6624 x 3797 x x 20568 x x 72 x 1122 x x 
4 3 4 1 4 4 3 4 4 4 
------- - --_------- + ----------- + ----_ - -_-------- - 96x x +2x 
125 25 25 5 5 3 4 4 
2 3 
44016 x x x 
3 3 1 3 4 3 4 2 4 
+ 4556 x x + _--_---------- + 264 x x x +240x x +x x +2x 
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